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6. Summary and conclusiow
Summary and conclusions.
6 .1 .  Summary .
The non-relativistic valence-only method, using a frozen relativistic core combined with
first order perturbation theory for the relativistic effects on the valence electrons, has
been applied to Sn and Sntla. The results show that the relativistic corrections to the
valence properties are mainly direct relativistic valence effects, and that there is a large
difference between the atomic and molecular relativistic effects. In view of these
results, relativistic effects should not be calculated by the inclusion of a relativistic
pseudopotential without further study if accurate results are required.
The feasibility of all-electron open-shell molecular Hartree-Fock-Dirac calculations on
chemically interesting systems has been demonstrated by the calculations reported in
chapter 4 and 5. The general conFaction method, using kinetic and atomic balance for
the small components of molecular basis sets, reduces the computational effort while
retaining suffi cient accuracy.
The average of configuration open shell method followed by a complete open shell
configuration interaction calculation (the coSCI method) has proven to be useful to
obtain total energies for the states of interest. The calculations on EuO69- clusters show
that tlre method is extremely useful in obtaining all the individual states of the open shell
manifold. In that case, it yields an ab initio intermediate coupling description of the f6-
like manifold.
The results of calculations on an Eu3+ impurity in the Ba2GdNbo6 crystal (modelled by
an EuO69- cluster in a Madelung potential) show that the splittings due to relativistic
effects, which are much larger than the splittings due to the surroundings, can be
calculated within about 10 cm-1. we have also found that both a pure Madelung field
and a bare EuO69- cluster significantly over-estimate the splittings introduced by the
surroundings. The detailed form of the orbitals is important in the calculation ofthese
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spl i t t ings, so the pref 'ened approach should be to use relat ivist ic orbitals from the
outset.
In our calculations on the hydrides, we have veriÍled that the Breit interaction leads to
srnail corrections ro the relafivisí.ic iesult:: both fbr iight and heavy atoms (a small bond
length expansion for PbHa). I .or the l ightcr systems the relat ivist ic bond length
contractions are very smali. Flow'ever, in sr:ch cases Íhe neglect of the Breit interlction
u'hen stud5' ing relat ivist ic eifects lcaCs to confactions p'hich are signif icantly over-
estilnated (for Ctl+ by about a factor 3).
For the PbH4 nroiecule the relativistic effc:cts are nruch rnore important than the
correlafion effects.
6 . 2 .  C o n c l u s i o n s .
In gencral,  we conclude that i t  is important ïo use relat ivist ic orbitals from the outset
when one wllnrs to cak;ulate properties which riepend on the details of the orbitals (like
the snral l  cr1'stal f ield spl i t t ings in !anthanide impurit ies). We have dernonstrated that
open-shell Hartree-Fock-Dirac calculaiions a::e teasible for some chemically intercsting
systems, ànd that thi: spsr shell CI rrrethod yields reliable results. It has also proven to
be p655i61" anci important for valence properties to include the Breit interaction. The
ilciusion of correlat ion effects remains of c:ourse important. But in the case of heavy
-c:,'slems, like the PbH4 moleculc, relativistic ef'fects are at least as important so that the
use of a reiativistic methorJ fiom thr: oritset leads to a better set of zeroth order orbitals.
which carr be used as a l-.asis fbr CI or hdBPT calculations.
In the near future, more wolk renrains to be cione to reduce the computational effort. It
wi l l  probably be possible tc) i inprove thc SCIr convergence signif icantly. Also,
s ig r i f i can t  ga ins  can he  ob l r r incd  by  l i r r thc r  reduc ing  the  number  o f  two-e lec t ron
integrals. This could be accon-rpl ished b1'reducing the small  component basis. I t  might
be r,vorthwhile to studv the use of n-iolecular basis sets which are atomically balanced
onl-, , ,3t '6 ro study u, l iether {SSISíi) integrals rvi th an absolute value smalier than l0-l
might be neglected withori i  t legrrr i i i rg rhe tceulacv of the results.
An inrpoftant extension of the metbod is thc: inclusion of correlation effects. This can be
done using techniclues sin.r i lal  to those used to handle correlat ion effects in non-
relirtivistic c:alculations, like nrany-bod;v pertLtrl-,ation theory of conhguration interiicrion




























6. Stunrnary and conclusioru
energy MO's (which should not be included in the calculation) and the handling of the
spin-symmetry.
According to the work of Sucher [1], the CI calculations based on the positive energy
MO's solves the relativistic problem within the no-pair approximation. It will be
interesting to study corrections to this approximation by perturbation theory.
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